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Abstract: Transport costing is a relatively seldom addressed topic of the researches 
and the literature. At the same time, its traditional methods are not always 
sufficient to determine the real costs of services and to support the 
evaluation of cost effectiveness. Thus the methodology needs to be 
developed significantly. This paper aims at working out a costing model 
which is able to enhance the reliability of transport cost calculations. The 
elaboration of the model makes advantages of the related research results 
published in the literature. On the other hand, it uses a new approach: 
connects cost allocations to the logic of technology processes. The model is 
verified through an illustration of a simple example. 
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1. Introduction 
The widely used costing regimes of the companies operating in the transport sector are 
often not suitable enough to support decision making on capacity allocations, pricing or 
business/technology process reengineering. These calculation systems rely namely on 
traditional accounting principles which use arbitrary approaches when allocating costs 
to the elementary components of transport services 

The main methodological problems of current transport cost management practices 
can be summarised as follows: 

• high level of aggregation of prime cost and profitability information; 
• cost drivers are not identified; 
• widespread use of simplified average values instead of detailed calculations; 
• performance flows and cause-effect relationships in cost allocations are ignored 

[3]. 

These methodological problems lead to inaccurate information on the cost and profit 
of transport services which may result in inefficient resource allocations. Furthermore, 
the bottlenecks or the weak points in the technology process chain remain undiscovered 
which contributes to the loss-making operation of certain transport companies.  
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Some methodological innovations aiming to improve the procedures of transport 
costing can be found in the literature. The most fruitful research was carried out in the 
field of road haulage where a comprehensive activity-based costing model was set up 
and used for allocating overhead costs [1]. Other results concern logistics (rather than 
transport). The main tool here is activity-based costing as well. The researchers give 
guidance on how to apply this method in logistics [4, 6] and in distribution systems [9], 
or how to enhance the efficiency of logistics systems by making cost calculations more 
reliable [8]. Another finding is that activity-based costing can be extended even to the 
entire supply chain [7]. 

The results of relevant researches provide a sound basis for the introduction of a new 
transport costing model. Nevertheless, additional methodological considerations shall be 
explored to generalise the outcomes of the rather specified approaches. So the aim of 
this study is to set up a general model framework supporting the development of 
transport costing. A higher level of exactness is targeted by connecting cost allocations 
to the logic of technology processes measured through performance flows or indicators. 
The basic mathematical formulas of the calculation algorithm are also determined. To 
show the applicability of the model and the formulas a simple example calculation is 
conducted.  

2. Principles of the calculation model 
Figure 1. illustrates the model proposed for transport cost calculation based on 
technology processes (represented by performance flows). It consists of the following 
elements: 

• cost objects: second level intern services (i = 1…m); first level intern services 
(j = 1…n); productive cost objects (k = 1…p); 

• profit objects (l = 1…q); 
• performance flows: second level intern services – first level intern services (ij); 

second level intern services – productive cost objects (ik); first level intern 
services – productive cost objects (jk); productive cost objects – profit objects 
(kl). 

Cost objects are various organisation units or pieces of equipment in the transport 
company. They consume resources and produce performances. Some of them are 
responsible for providing background services, while the productive cost objects are 
involved in the production of the transport tasks. The resources which can not be 
allocated to the profit objects directly are assigned to the cost objects. The costs of 
consuming these resources represent the indirect costs of the transport company.  

Profit objects are the transport tasks produced by the company. They create revenues 
while consume resources and performances. Resources which can be allocated to the 
transport tasks directly cause the direct transport costs. The indirect transport costs are 
allocated to the profit objects from the cost objects through a cause effect based 
calculation. This calculation is governed by the performance relations (or flows) 
determined in the framework model.  
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Figure 1. The basic framework of the transport costing model 

The entities in the model are arranged into the following data structure: 

• second level intern service cost objects: cost, performance; 
• first level intern service cost objects: primary cost; secondary cost, performance; 
• productive cost objects: primary cost; secondary cost, performance; 
• profit objects: direct cost, indirect cost, revenue. 

The secondary costs of cost objects and the indirect costs of profit objects are subject 
to special calculations: these performance based allocations along the logic of 
technology processes. The rest of the data shall be made available by the accounting 
system (however, some transformations may be needed here as well).  

Note that the structure of the model shall be adapted to the specific features of the 
company examined. It means that less or more levels of cost objects can also be 
introduced depending on the complexity of transport technology processes. 
Furthermore, the interactions between the cost objects can be even more complex as in 
the reference model. 

If using the basic framework for transport costing (as illustrated in Figure 1.) the main 
calculation formula can be obtained as shown in equation (1) – for the detailed 
methodology of deducting the calculation scheme see [2]. 
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where: 

lpoC : total cost of profit object l  

ldpoC : direct cost of profit object l 

kppcoC : primary cost of productive cost object k 

kP : total performance of productive cost object k 

klP : performance flow between productive cost object k and profit object l 

jpfliscoC : primary cost of first level intern service cost object j 

jP : total performance of first level intern service cost object j 

jkP : performance flow between first level intern service cost object j and productive 
cost object k 

isliscoC : total cost of second level intern service cost object i 

iP : total performance of second level intern service cost object i 

ikP : performance flow between second level intern service cost object i and 
productive cost object k 

ijP : performance flow between second level intern service cost object i and first level 
intern service cost object j 

Note that the general formula shall be adjusted to the actual calculation framework – 
representing the technology processes – applied to the company investigated. If the 
technology structure of the company is less or more complicated the initial formula may 
also be changed in a flexible way.  

It is possible to make formula (1) less difficult when using performance intensities 
(formulas (3), (4), (5), (6)) instead of performance indicators – see equation (2). The 
measurement of performance indicators can be ignored here: the distribution of 
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performance consumptions between the entities – measured in percentage – is only to be 
elaborated. 
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The performance intensities between productive cost object k and profit object l, first 
level intern service cost object j and productive cost object k,  second level intern 
service cost object i and productive cost object k, and second level intern service cost 
object i and first level intern service cost object j respectively are the following: 
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If revenue data can be collected for profit objects margins become also calculable by 
applying formula (7).  

 
lll pocopo CRM   (7) 

where: 

lpoM : margin of profit object l 

lcoR : revenue of profit object l 

3. Practical use of the calculation model 
Figure 2. represents an example of the transport costing framework model. It aims to 
illustrate how the model can be operated in the real world. That is why the applicable 
technology performance indicators have also been added to the entities. The example 
model has been applied for public transport services as they can be regarded as complex 
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systems operating with a significant share of indirect costs. The results can contribute to 
improve the related assignment models too [5].   
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Figure 2. Example costing framework for a company operating bus services   

Let us look at a pilot calculation for bus service #1 by applying formula (2). The first 
task is to identify the technology processes controlling the cause-effect based cost 
allocation. According to the framework model (Figure 2.) bus service #1 is produced by 
three productive cost objects: drivers, vehicle type #1 and sales. They contribute to the 
realisation of the profit object by providing performances measured by the indicators of 
working time, vehicle km and transaction. The cost objects of drivers and vehicle type 
#1 are controlled through dispositions of the operative commanding unit. Vehicle type 
#1 is served by the vehicle maintenance unit too. Here operation times shall be 
measured for cost allocations. The performances of IT and management cost objects are 
measured by data volumes and the number of orders respectively. They serve each of 
the cost objects of sales, operative commanding and vehicle maintenance. 

Based on the identified chain of relevant technology processes the concrete 
calculation formula of bus service #1 can be summarised in Table 1. 

The detailed calculation scheme makes it possible to determine the real cost of an 
elementary transport service in an exact way. Furthermore, the contribution of the 
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various performance generators (organisational units, workforce, vehicles, etc.) to the 
total cost can also be identified. Adding revenues to cost data the profitability or the cost 
coverage of transport services become transparent too. This information is useful for 
setting prices or elaborating the necessary financial support granted by the state or the 
local authorities. 

Table 1. Cost calculation for bus service #1  

(primary cost of drivers) × (working time %bus service #1) 

(primary cost of vehicle type #1) × (vehicle km % bus service #1) 

(primary cost of sales) × (transaction % bus service #1) 

(primary cost of operative commanding) × (disposition %drivers) × (working time %bus 

service #1) 

(primary cost of operative commanding) × (disposition % vehicle type #1) × (vehicle km 
% bus service #1) 

(primary cost of vehicle maintenance) × (operation time % vehicle type #1) × (vehicle km 
% bus service #1) 

(total cost of IT) × (data flow %sales) × (transaction % bus service #1) 

(total cost of management) × (order %sales) × (transaction % bus service #1) 

(total cost of IT) × (data flow %operative commanding) × (disposition %drivers) × (working 
time %bus service #1) 

(total cost of IT) × (data flow %vehicle maintenance) × (operation time % vehicle type #1) × 
(vehicle km % bus service #1) 

(total cost of management) × (order % operative commanding) × (disposition %drivers) x 
(working time %bus service #1) 

(total cost of management) × (order %vehicle maintenance) × (operation time % vehicle type #1) 
× (vehicle km % bus service #1) 

Σ = indirect cost of bus service #1 

+ direct cost of bus service #1 

= TOTAL COST of bus service #1 

4. Conclusions 
The elaborated framework model and its formulas enable a more exact calculation of 
costs and margins of elementary transport services. Its implementation makes the cost 
structure of transport companies or transport service chains more transparent. Another 
result of the application is that the generators of transport technology performances 
become visible and their contribution to the costs or profits can also be identified.  
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The reliable information delivered by the new costing model enhances the 
effectiveness of decision making in transport companies. Nevertheless, the introduction 
or practical realisation of the improved cost management system may require 
considerable efforts: the accounting data shall be supplemented by performance 
indicators or at least their intensities. Performance data can be derived from the 
evaluation and measurements of transport technology processes.  

The main methodological innovation of the model developed is the combination of 
accounting/financial information with the data describing the technology operations in 
transport systems. Thus this approach relies on the disciplines and tools of management-
economics sciences as well as technology sciences.    
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